
Priceless Baby 1681 

Chapter 1681: He Couldn't Even Say How Jealous He Felt 

Huo Yunshen might not have known if he didn't ask his daughter. Auntie Lan actually went behind his 

back again to find that woman. 

Huo Yunshen didn't say anything when he heard that they went to the museum. He spent some more 

time with Ying Bao before finally leaving her room. 

After he came out, Yin Feng was beside him and he asked, “Is the museum open today?” 

Yin Feng remembered that the museum was usually closed on Monday for maintenance and, 

coincidentally, today was Monday. 

However, since his majesty asked, he thought it was his majesty who wanted to go to the museum so he 

went and checked. 

Not long after, Yin Feng came back to report, “Your majesty, the museum is closed today but the prince 

is over there.” 

“Understood.” 

Huo Yunshen continued working. It wasn't clear how much time passed and he closed the last document 

and put the cap on the pen. He then got up and went out of the study. 

“Yin Feng, prepare the car,” Yunshen ordered when he went out. 

“Okay. The car has already been prepared and we can head out anytime. Your majesty, where would 

you like to go?” 

“The museum.” 

The royal family's car arrived at the Dragon Kingdom's museum very quickly. The museum was closed to 

the public but they could use a special passageway to go straight into the museum. 

As they had been contacted beforehand, the curator gathered the workers into formations to wait for 

the king. They welcomed him to conduct a routine inspection. 

Huo Yunshen only came to take a look and not for an inspection. After he asked the people to disperse, 

he went to find his son while accompanied by Yin Feng and some other people. 

While following the directions given by the museum workers, they arrived at a room where they could 

hear a slightly vague piano sound coming from a big room a distance away. 

When the door was pushed open, the fresh and clean sound of the piano went to their ears. 

It turned out this was a hall that specialized in the collection of all types of musical instruments. One of 

them was a piano that was specifically for visitors to play. 

At this time, his son Little Grape was sitting in front of the piano. He was like an elegant little gentleman 

as he focused on playing the piano. Beside him sat a young boy. He looked like Jin Xiaoxi's son Tieniu. 



Jin Xiaoxi and Auntie Lan, on the other hand, were standing beside them and looking at the children 

playing the piano. 

Little Grape demonstrated it once and asked Tieniu to sit beside him. He said, “Sit with me and I will you 

teach you how to play the piano.” 

Huo Yunshen was shocked that his son, who was used to being selfish, would actually share with his 

friends. 

Tieniu did as he said and sat on the long piano bench. His little hands were only just able to touch the 

piano's keys. 

“Do as I do. Start from the simplest ones.” Little Grape taught him patiently and Little Tieniu clumsily 

followed along. He would play one note after Little Grape played a note. “Okay, string the notes you 

played just now and play it once.” 

Little Grape really had the demeanor of a teacher. The way he taught really made him look like one. 

Little Tieniu started to play. He got it wrong the first time and started again. He got it wrong the second 

time as well and started again. 

One could tell he was very persistent. The more obstacles there were, the braver he became. This aspect 

of his personality was quite similar to Jing Xi's. 

After practicing for a while, Little Tieniu finally learned how to play the song Jingle Bells, which Little 

Grape had taught him. He shouted happily to his mother, “Mom, I know how to play it. I will play it for 

you.” 

Her son was then able to play Jingle Bells relatively smoothly. Little Grape also joined in and played with 

him. 

After the two children finished playing, they jumped down from the piano bench. Little Tieniu ran 

towards Jing Xi out of habit and shouted enthusiastically, “Mom-” 

Little Grape paused for a while. He looked at Little Tieniu as he was in his mother's embrace. He couldn't 

even say how jealous he felt. 

Jing Xi looked at the little prince as he stood still by himself. She opened up her hands towards him as 

well and said, “Little prince, come here.” 

Chapter 1682: Tremble 

 

Little Grape ran into Jing Xi's arm like Xiao Tieniu did. 

“Mom…,” Little Grape called out. 

“Hey, you're wrong.” Xiao Tieniu turned and corrected Little Grape. “She's my mommy.” 

“I'm sorry…” 

Little Grape was stunned. 



He called Jing Xi “mommy” without even thinking about it. He wanted to know what it felt like to run 

into a mother's arms. 

“Niuniu, you should be more generous,” Jing Xi quickly told Xiao Tieniu. “Didn't Little Prince teach you 

how to play the piano just now? Shouldn't it be fine for him to call me that?” 

Xiao Tieniu was a little unhappy about it but realized his mother was right. 

“Okay, I'll share her with you for an hour,” Xiao Tieniu said. 

“Thank you!” Little Grape smiled happily. 

“Come on, let's go get some dessert,” Jing Xi suggested. 

“Okay!” both of the children agreed. 

But just as they were about to leave, they realized someone was standing by the door. 

When Jing Xi focused her eyes and realized who it was, she couldn't help but tremble a little. It was the 

king. 

She began to think of the punishments that were waiting for her. 

Realizing that the king was there too, Lan Yi quickly ran over to him and greeted him. 

“My liege, why are you here?” 

According to Lan Yi's understanding, Huo Yunshen wasn't supposed to return until the next day. 

“To take a look,” Huo Yunshen said and turned to Little Grape while avoiding Jing Xi. “Hanghang, come 

here.” 

Little Grape shook his head. 

He had finally earned the ability to be able to call Jing Xi his mother for an hour; there was no way the 

little prince wanted to waste it. 

Seeing his son disobeying him, Huo Yunshen sighed. He knew that if Little Grape were to stay by Jin 

Xiaoxi's side for too long he would start to ignore him. 

“Jin Xiaoxi, stay. Everyone else, leave,” Huo Yunshen ordered. 

There was something that Huo Yunshen had to make sure of with Jing Xi. 

“Can you bring them to get some dessert now?” Jing Xi asked Lan Yi. 

Since the king had personally ordered her to stay, she had to obey it. 

“Okay.” Lan Yi nodded. 

Even Lan Yi was really nervous. She had brought the prince out without letting anyone know and was 

found out by the king. 

Lan Yi quickly took the kids and left. Huo Yunshen walked into the instruments section and stopped in 

front of a window. 



He looked outside the window and asked, “Jin Xiaoxi, did I not make myself clear enough last time?” 

Jing Xi was standing a few meters away from him. 

 

 

“I'm sorry…” 

“Didn't I warn you not to appear before me again? And now you're trying to get close to my son? What 

are you plotting?” 

“I'm not.” 

“You even told him to call you his mother! Who do you think you are? Do you think that one night is 

going to change everything? Do you think you're the queen now?” 

Chapter 1683: I Will Be Able To Satisfy Your Request! 

Huo Yunshen really thought of her as a woman who was trying to become the queen. Perhaps she knew 

she could get close to him by getting close to his children. 

“I've never…I really never thought of doing that before.” 

Jing Xi felt a bit upset. He had misunderstood her again. She really didn't know how she should explain it 

to make it clear. 

She had just felt sympathy for the child and pitied him. She pitied the little prince for not having a 

mother, that's why she paid him more attention and took care of him. She had really never thought 

about doing what he thought she was doing. 

Getting accused by the king like this made Jing Xi feel extremely upset. 

Perhaps it was because the king's tone was too cold and forceful, but Jing Xi felt that even breathing 

became more stifling. 

Huo Yunshen turned around and scoffed coldly, “Humph! In my eyes, you are a woman who is good at 

hiding her scheming and who would do anything to achieve her goal. Let me tell you, don't come close 

to me again. And don't come close to my son again! Stay far away from us! It would be best if you move 

out of Mo City! You can even move back to your country. In any case, don't appear in front of us again!” 

She never would've thought that even though she had just moved to the Dragon Kingdom, she might be 

getting expelled again. 

Seeing that she wasn't saying anything, he took a few steps to close in on her. “You can give a price. No 

matter how much money you want, I will be able to satisfy your request! Say it!” 

A tall man's shadow started to envelop her and Jing Xi unconsciously stepped back. Her mind was 

completely blank at the moment. The only thing she felt was that the air that surrounded him was very 

thin. 



In order to prove her innocence, Jing Xi forced herself to be calm, took a breath, and said, “Your 

majesty, I don't need money. I also never thought about getting close to you to become some Queen. 

You need to cure your narcissism. Not everyone wants to marry you. Besides, I already have a husband 

and a family.” 

She actually called him narcissistic? 

Did this damn woman not wish to live anymore? 

“Very good! You are the first woman who dares to test my limits!” Huo Yunshen shot a cold and sharp 

glance at her, pointed his finger towards the door, and said uncordially, “Get out!” 

Fine, she would leave! 

Jing Xi knew very well she shouldn't fight with the king. She would just turn around and leave. 

But… 

Right after she turned around and took two steps, her vision suddenly turned dark, her mind went 

blank, and her body went limp. Without warning, she fainted just like that. 

Huo Yunshen hadn't even put down his finger from telling her to get out but she suddenly pretended to 

faint in front of him? 

Hah… 

“Jin Xiaoxi! Don't you pretend to faint and pretend to be dead! All of your tricks are useless!” 

Huo Yunshen shouted at the woman lying on the floor. He could've caught her when she fainted but he 

didn't want to be stupid and fall for her tricks again. That's why he decided to turn a blind eye. 

After he shouted, he realized the woman was still lying on the floor. Could it be that she wasn't 

pretending and really had fainted? 

Huo Yunshen's eyes were full of suspicion as he walked over. He knelt down, shook her shoulders, and 

saw that she still didn't look like she was going to wake up. 

It seemed she really had fainted. 

Did she faint for him to see just because he reprimanded her just now? 

At a time like this, as a king who took care of his subjects and as a man with a sense of responsibility, he 

couldn't refuse to help those who were in need. 

Huo Yunshen hesitated for a moment, but in the end, he still picked her up. 

After that, he asked Yin Feng to take the unconscious Jin Xiaoxi to the hospital to be treated. He, on the 

other hand, went back to the palace. 

Yin Feng came back to debrief him after an hour. “Your majesty, I sent Jin Xiaoxi to the hospital and she 

has been checked in.” 

“What was the cause?” 



“Err…” Yin Feng was in a difficult position and he didn't know if he should say it. 

Huo Yunshen saw his hesitation so he continued to question, “What exactly happened? Say it!” 

Yin Feng said, “Your majesty, Jin Xiaoxi fainted because she is pregnant!” 

“Pregnant?” 

Huo Yunshen turned into a rock for a few seconds. Suddenly hearing this news stunned him so much 

that he didn't regain his composure for half a day. 

Chapter 1684: Smart 

 

“Yes. The doctor said that she has been pregnant for a month or so,” Yin Feng added. 

A month? 

It was about the same time that Huo Yunshen had made out with Jin Xiaoxi. 

The news made Huo Yunshen restless. He never knew that Jin Xiaoxi was smart enough to plot 

something like this. He began to worry that she might use the baby to threaten him. 

No! I'm not going to let that happen! 

Huo Yunshen got up and ordered Yin Feng to take him to the hospital. 

Jing Xi finally woke up and the first person she saw was the nurse. 

“What happened? Why am I in the hospital?” Jing Xi asked as she struggled to get up. 

“You fainted, and someone sent you here,” the nurse explained. 

Jing Xi recalled what had happened, and the only person that could have sent her to the hospital was 

the king. 

“Do you know what happened to me?” Jing Xi asked. 

“You're pregnant.” 

“What?” 

Jing Xi's eyes widened. 

The news was so shocking that Jing Xi was stunned for a few minutes. 

“Are you sure?” Jing Xi asked. “There's no way I'm pregnant.” 

“Do you think the hospital would lie? You should know better than other people whether you might be 

pregnant or not,” the nurse said and left. 

Still stunned by the news, Jing Xi sat on her bed and thought hard. The only time that she could think of 

was when she did it with the king. 



It meant that the baby was the king's. 

Just as Jing Xi was thinking of a solution, the door opened, and the person that scared her the most 

came in. 

Huo Yunshen left his guards outside, and only Jing Xi and he were left in the room. 

“Tell me, what do you want?” Huo Yunshen asked. 

Jing Xi replied by shaking her head. 

“Did you get what you want? The baby is mine, right?” 

“No… I never thought that I would get pregnant…” 

“You can act all you want. I remember that you have a husband, right? Did you two plan this together? 

Are you trying to threaten me?” 

 

 

The possibility of someone doing things like this was high, but Jing Xi was not one of those people. 

Since Jing Xi had never done it with Mo Yutian, the only person left that could be the father was Huo 

Yunshen. 

“You know what? I've realized that you're not only a narcissist, but you also suffer from delusions. This 

was just an accident. If you want, I will go through with an abortion.” 

“Are you sure?” 

Chapter 1685: Encountering This Trifling Matter 

“Really.” 

“Good, I will call a doctor over right now.” 

In order to prevent trouble from arising from an undue delay, Huo Yunshen's plan was to quickly get rid 

of this unwanted child before Jin Xiaoxi backed out. 

He could not accept having a child with another woman. Doing that was also unfair to Jing Xi. 

The king's private doctor was quickly brought over and Huo Yunshen ordered the doctor to take care of 

it. 

Huo Yunshen went back to take care of some business but not long after, he received a call from his 

private doctor from the hospital. 

He told him over the phone that they had discovered that Jin Xiaoxi's physique was very unusual when 

they did a check-up. Her body had received some kind of trauma in the past, making it hard for her to 

become pregnant. 



Now that she became pregnant against the odds, if she had an abortion, her womb might also be at risk 

of being removed when the baby was aborted. It meant she would be deprived of the right to become a 

mother in the future. 

After Huo Yunshen heard what the doctor said, he had a very heavy frown. 

The problem was much more complex than he had imagined. Who would've known Jin Xiaoxi's body 

would be so unusual? 

Her womb would also be removed if she aborted the child? 

It seemed to mean she would have to have this child. 

When Huo Yunshen thought about how he and Jin Xiaoxi's child would be born in the near future, he 

couldn't help but become frantic. 

He stood up, took a deep breath, and knocked all of the documents on the table onto the floor. His 

heart was in a mess, it was in indescribable disarray. 

Encountering this trifling matter was simply even harder to handle than taking care of official business. 

The most difficult part was that Jin Xiaoxi already had her own husband and child. Now that she had this 

child, would her husband be able to accept it? 

Jing Xi stayed in the hospital for half a day and when she felt there was nothing wrong with her body, 

she insisted on checking out. 

It was only when the doctor told her how serious and risky the situation was that she understood the 

problem she was facing. 

Not wanting this child meant not wanting her womb. 

If she wanted to keep her womb, it meant she had to keep the child. 

What was she to do now? 

She couldn't keep this from Tieniu's dad forever. 

But if she told him, would he think she was a frivolous woman? 

Jing Xi contacted Auntie Lan first to confirm their location. She then went over to look for them. 

Auntie Lan had been busy taking care of two children so she didn't know what had happened between 

Jing Xi and the king. 

Now that Jing Xi finally came, she asked worryingly, “How is it? Are you doing okay? What did his 

majesty say?” 

“He didn't say much, just that I should interact less with the prince,” Jing Xi said, avoiding the main issue. 

Auntie Lan guessed that this was definitely the case. She let out a breath and said, “I'm sorry Xiaoxi, I 

gave you more trouble again!” 

“It's fine, Auntie Lan, I haven't been affected at all. I will take Tieniu home now.” 



Jing Xi called Little Tieniu over and wanted to bring him home with her. 

Little Grape felt reluctant and asked, “Auntie Xiaoxi, will you be coming tomorrow? Can I still play with 

Tieniu tomorrow?” 

Jing Xi touched his small face and said, “We will see how it goes tomorrow. We need to meet without 

your father's knowledge in the future. If he sees us, we won't be able to play anymore, understand?” 

“I understand.” 

“Auntie will give you a jigsaw puzzle right now. Bring it back and you will be able to see auntie and 

Niuniu once you finish putting it together.” Jing Xi gave Little Grape a jigsaw puzzle she had bought on 

the way over. 

Little Grape took it into his embrace and thought silently in his heart that he needed to finish putting it 

together as fast as he could. He would be able to see them once he finished putting it together. 

After they said goodbye to the little prince and Auntie Lan, Jing Xi brought Little Tieniu home. 

While on the way home, Little Tieniu asked his mother, “Mom, why did the uncle look for you?” 

Chapter 1686: God's Will 

 

“He's the king,” Jing Xi explained. “He wants to talk to me about something.” 

“But he looks scary…,” Xiao Tieniu said. “I don't like the king…” 

Jing Xi agreed with the little boy but she still explained, “He's not as scary as you think he is. He's Little 

Prince's daddy, and as your daddy loves you, he loves Little Prince a lot too. He only looks scary on the 

outside but he's actually kind inside.” 

Jing Xi was just trying to change the little kid's mind and fool herself at the same time. She would always 

tremble when she met the king. 

“How long till we get home? I miss daddy…” Xiao Tieniu pouted. 

Xiao Tieniu had always been with Mo Yutian ever since he started to remember things. He would miss 

him dearly every time they were apart for more than half a day. 

“Almost,” Jing Xi replied. 

The moment they got home, Xiao Tieniu ran into his father's arms. 

With his new prosthetic legs, Mo Yutian could move around without his walking stick or wheelchair. 

Mo Yutian had finished preparing dinner and was waiting for his family to come back. Mo Yutian realized 

that Jing Xi did not have any appetite and was worried. 

He waited until his son fell asleep before going to Jing Xi's room. 

“Brother Heiniu? Are you still awake?” Jing Xi asked when Mo Yutian came in. 



“Yes. You seemed a little unlike your usual self today. Did something happen?” Mo Yutian asked. 

“No.” Jing Xi shook her head and forced a smile. 

“You know you can't fool me, right? What's wrong? Tell me. I can help you.” 

Seeing how genuinely worried Mo Yutian was, Jing Xi felt like there was no reason to hide it from him. 

“There's… a problem… I'm worried that you might look down on me if I tell you…” 

“What problem? And why would I ever look down on you?” 

“I… I'm pregnant…” 

Jing Xi mustered all her courage and told Mo Yutian the truth. 

“Pregnant?” 

Mo Yutian was stunned as he wondered who the baby belonged to. 

They'd been living together for quite some time, but they'd never had an intimate relationship. 

“Who's the father?” Mo Yutian asked. 

Jing Xi sighed and briefly told him the story. 

Mo Yutian became silent after hearing how Jing Xi had made out with Huo Yunshen accidentally and 

now bore his child. 

Could this be God's will? Mo Yutian asked himself. 

Not only was Jing Xi Huo Yunshen's, even another woman that looked like Jing Xi was also now his. 

 

 

“What do you plan to do?” Mo Yutian asked worriedly. 

“I don't know. I initially planned to abort the baby before it's too late, but the doctor told me that I have 

to give birth to the child because of my unique condition. Isn't that too absurd?” 

Mo Yutian began to think. Since the baby inside Jin Xiaoxi belonged to Huo Yunshen, it meant that the 

baby was royalty. 

“Why don't we relinquish our marital status?” Mo Yutian suggested. “You can move into the palace and 

live a better life.” 

Chapter 1687: He Should Also Do Something For Her At The End 

Mo Yutian felt both Little Apple and Little Grape needed a mother right now and they both heavily relied 

on Jin Xiaoxi. It would definitely be better if Jin Xiaoxi became their stepmother rather than Huo 

Yunshen marrying another woman. 

Moreover, Jin Xiaoxi was also pregnant with Huo Yunshen's child. Once this child was born, they would 

be able to become a family. 



The best thing would be if Little Apple could go back to the royal family. He would even have someone 

dependable to continue to look after him. In this case, he would also be able to step back after doing 

something good. 

Jin Xiaoxi had been taking care of him all this while so he should also do something for her at the end! 

Mo Yutian had already made his decision but Jing Xi was not willing. “How can I do that? Then what will I 

become? I already said I wouldn't abandon the two of you.” 

Jing Xi couldn't go to the royal family. She didn't want to go to the royal family. That place was not her 

home. 

She only wanted to stay here peacefully and be content with what she had. 

“You can bring Niuniu over with you. I feel most at ease when you are taking care of Niuniu on my 

behalf,” Mo Yutian arranged. 

“And you?” 

“You don't need to be bothered about me. It will be easy for me since I am by myself.” 

The current Mo Yutian could go out with a new identity. He could go anywhere he wanted. 

He was a wretched person anyway so he was not worth people worrying over. 

“No, living like this is good so we should keep on living this way.” Jing Xi didn't want to destroy their 

current family. 

After their conversation, Mo Yutian saw that Jin Xiaoxi wasn't in a good mood. He didn't want to upset 

her so he didn't continue to say anything. 

Jing Xi thought this matter had ended with nothing definite. However, when she woke up the next day, 

she discovered that Heiniu had disappeared. 

He had made breakfast and placed a plate on the table. However, he was not in the house. 

She opened his room's door and saw his bed was made neatly, and the room was also tidied up cleanly. 

Where did this man go? 

Endless streams of people and cars moved along in the bustling city. 

This was the first time Mo Yutian used both his legs to walk on the streets in the Dragon Kingdom. It felt 

quite good. 

Becoming as useless as a paralyzed person was truly unbearable. While he was on an isle in Starstan, he 

had endured not being able to walk for three years. 

Now, he could at least walk once more. 

He remembered the first time that he walked without a wheelchair was due to the encouragement and 

help Jing Xi gave him. Now that it was his second time walking, it was because of the help and support 

Jin Xiaoxi gave him. 



He would never forget them for the rest of his life! 

Mo Yutian took big steps towards the Dragon Kingdom's Triumph Palace. 

A magnificent building complex gradually came into view. That was the palace in the Dragon Kingdom's 

capital, Mo City. This was where he and his big brother, Mo Yunshen, were born in the past. This was 

their first home. 

He finally saw the palace's entrance. Mo Yutian let out a deep breath and steadied his pace even more. 

Inside the royal family's house, Huo Yunshen was working inside the king's royal study. Not long after, 

Yin Feng came to report, “Your majesty, there is someone outside looking for you.” 

“Who is it?” Mo Yushen stopped reading the document. 

“He says he knows the location of the prince. However, he is only willing to say it if you see him 

personally!” 

Huo Yunshen paused for a while and then lifted his head to say, “Isn't Hengheng inside the palace?” 

“Your majesty, he isn't talking about Prince Grape, but his brother, Little Apple.” 

Huo Yunshen was completely shocked when he heard the name 'Little Apple.' Who was it? How did he 

know where Little Apple was? 

And was this information reliable? 

Chapter 1688: A Huge Surprise 

 

“He also told me to give you this. He said that you'll definitely recognize it,” Yin Feng said as he handed a 

photo to Huo Yunshen. 

It was a photo of half a jade. Huo Yunshen instantly recognized it as the elders gave two jades to the 

children when they were born. The two jades could be combined into one. 

Ever since Huo Yunshen lost Little Apple, he kept the piece that belonged to Little Grape in secret. 

Huo Yunshen quickly opened his drawer and took out a red box. He opened it and in it lay the half that 

belonged to Little Grape. 

The engravings on the photo matched the jade that Huo Yunshen had. 

It could only mean one thing. 

The person who had the photo must've met Little Apple. 

And that Little Apple was still alive. 

Tears filled Huo Yunshen's eyes as he finally had news about his long lost son three years later. 

“Bring me to him!” Huo Yunshen ordered excitedly. 

Huo Yunshen and Yin Feng quickly came to the front door. He could see a man standing by the stairs. 



The man stood there quietly with a cane by his side. 

The man's back was so familiar that Huo Yunshen could instantly recognize him. 

It was Mo Yutian. 

He was still alive. 

Huo Yunshen recalled how he had jumped down the cliff just to save Little Apple. 

Huo Yunshen walked towards Mo Yutian, his feet getting heavier with every step. Complicated feelings 

filled his heart. 

He remembered all the wars he'd had with Mo Yutian and then thought of how the man changed 

himself. 

Even though Huo Yunshen hated him, he was thankful for what he did in the end. 

Before Huo Yunshen could even open his mouth, tears were rolling down his face. He was happy, happy 

that he could meet with someone he thought he'd lost, and that he was about to meet his son too. 

He wondered what the little boy looked like now. 

Yin Feng was the one who broke the silence. 

“Sir, our king is here,” Yin Feng told Mo Yutian. 

Mo Yutian slowly turned around and their eyes finally met. They remained silent for quite some time, 

just staring at each other. 

Mo Yutian then slowly took off his sunglasses and said, “I'm back, big bro.” 

One sentence from Mo Yutian was enough for Huo Yunshen to forgive him for all that he'd done. 

“You're still alive…” 

“Yes, I'm not dead,” Mo Yutian said as he slowly walked up the stairs. “I was lucky and I lived on, just so 

that I could come back and tell you that Little Apple is still alive and I have not failed you.” 

Mo Yutian had been walking too much and his legs hurt him. Just as he was about to reach Huo 

Yunshen, his legs gave in and he fell. 

 

 

Huo Yunshen quickly caught Mo Yutian and helped him back to his feet. 

“As long as you're back, everything is fine…” Huo Yunshen cried and brought Mo Yutian into the palace. 

“How did you survive for the past three years?” 

“By doing everything I could.” 

Mo Yutian told Huo Yunshen everything, about how he was swept away by hidden currents and carried 

to a country called the Star Kingdom. 



Chapter 1689: She Is Our Biggest Benefactor 

They had spent two years begging to earn a living. He and the child only finally had a place to live in the 

third year after a good Samaritan helped them. 

Huo Yunshen listened to his description and when he thought about the hardships they faced, he felt so 

sad that he covered his eyes. 

“Big brother, don't be sad. It is all in the past.” 

Mo Yutian comforted him calmly. The way he spoke about his past experiences was as if he was telling 

someone else's story. 

“I sent someone to Starstan to search for you guys but there just wasn't any news of your 

whereabouts.” 

Huo Yunshen let out a sigh. 

“That is because we changed our names.” 

“What is your name now?” 

Mo Yutian answered quietly, “Mo, Xiao.” 

Oh god! 

Did he hear him wrong? 

Huo Yunshen felt shocked once again when he heard this name. “Your name is Mo Xiao? Then that 

means you are Jin Xiaoxi's…” 

He had seen Jin Xiaoxi's CV before. He remembered Jin Xiaoxi's husband's name was Mo Xiao. Could it 

be… 

Huo Yunshen thought about it in detail and remembered that the part where it introduced her family 

stated that her husband was severely disabled. It was talking about Mo Yutian. 

“That's right. I am her husband, but our marriage is a fake marriage. I only had a fake marriage with her 

so that I could come back to the Dragon Kingdom.” Mo Yutian explained the sequence of events. 

Huo Yunshen was unable to remain calm now that he knew clearly who Mo Yutian was. “If you are Mo 

Xiao, does that mean Little Apple is that… that child?” 

He remembered he had seen that child called Little Tieniu a few times before… 

Huo Yunshen thought about that dark and skinny child. Could it be that he was his long lost eldest son, 

Little Apple? 

“Yes, he is Little Apple.” 

It was only at this moment that he experienced what sorrow really meant. When he thought about how 

he didn't recognize his own child even when he was beside him, he felt as if he had neglected his duties! 

What kind of father was he? 



He couldn't even recognize his own flesh and blood! 

“I… I didn't even recognize him…” Huo Yunshen felt upset and smashed the table, his heart filled with 

pain. 

“It's not your fault. His skin turned dark, as he was often by the beach.” 

Mo Yutian continued, “Little Apple and I begged for a living. If it wasn't for Jin Xiaoxi, we might not be 

alive right now. She is our biggest benefactor.” 

When Huo Yunshen heard Mo Yutian say such things, he felt ashamed and was unable to show his face. 

That ugly woman had helped to raise his son without complaints but how did he treat her in return? 

“I already know the situation between you and Jin Xiaoxi. She is a kindhearted girl and she is pregnant 

with your child right now. Big brother, I won't ask for much, only for you to treat her kindly. For the sake 

of Little Apple, take her into the palace as well and take care of her well!” 

Huo Yunshen was in a dilemma. He didn't want to remarry and he didn't want to do anything that would 

betray Jing Xi. 

What position would be appropriate for Jin Xiaoxi if he let her stay in the palace? 

Mo Yutian was paving the way for Jin Xiaoxi's future. He could see Huo Yunshen was in a difficult 

position but he still requested, “I was also very sad when I learned Jing Xi passed away. However, the 

living must still continue to live. You have already seen both of the two children depend on Xiaoxi. If you 

could let her stay in the palace, it would also prevent Little Apple from feeling the pain of separating.” 

“Are you not planning to stay?” 

Huo Yunshen sincerely invited him to stay in the Dragon Kingdom. After all, the Mo Yutian of the past 

had already died when he fell off a cliff. The international courts also wouldn't investigate him again. 

Chapter 1690: His Son 

 

Mo Yutian could now live in the Dragon Kingdom as Mo Xiao. 

Huo Yunshen could arrange the best possible life for him. 

“No. I want to travel and see the world.” 

Mo Yutian declined. He was not planning to stay in the Dragon Kingdom. With Jing Xi, there was nothing 

left for him to protect. 

He wanted to travel and maybe return one day. 

Mo Yutian said everything he wanted to say and was ready to leave. Before he left, he gave Huo 

Yunshen an address. 

“What if Little Apple gets worried when he can't find you?” Huo Yunshen asked. 



“It'll get better. Xiaoxi knows how to comfort a child,” Mo Yutian said as he extended his arm. “Go, go 

and find your son.” 

They shook hands and Mo Yutian had finally finished his mission. 

“Mom is still waiting for you in Estan. Aren't you going to visit her?” Huo Yunshen asked. 

Mo Yutian lowered his head and thought for a while before nodding. 

“I will, when I'm ready.” 

Mo Yutian left without saying where he was going. 

Jing Xi thought he had only gone out to buy something until the king appeared on her doorstep. 

Huo Yunshen followed the address that Mo Yutian has given him and arrived at Jing Xi's apartment. 

Huo Yunshen knocked on the door and Jing Xi thought that it was Mo Yutian who had come back. 

“Niuniu, listen, daddy is back!” Jing Xi told Xiao Tieniu. 

“I'll go open the door!” 

Xiao Tieniu ran to the door and opened it but was stunned by the person who was standing outside. 

It wasn't his father, but the Little Prince's father. 

The moment Huo Yunshen saw his own son behind the door, tears filled his eyes. 

It was his son. 

His real son. 

He pondered how he should talk to him without scaring him. 

“Mommy! It's Uncle King!” Xiao Tieniu shouted. 

Jing Xi quickly ran to the door and was stunned when she saw Huo Yunshen. 

She was worried that the king was there to persuade her to go through with an abortion. 

Huo Yunshen took out a letter that Mo Yutian had left with him and handed it to Jing Xi. 

“Mo Xiao asked me to give this to you,” Huo Yunshen said. 

Curious as to what the letter was, Jing Xi opened the letter and read it. 

Huo Yunshen got down on his knees in front of Xiao Tieniu while Jing Xi was reading the letter. 

“You're Niuniu, right?” Huo Yunshen asked as he grabbed the little boy's hands. 

 

 

“Yes!” Xiao Tieniu replied confidently. 



“Do you know your other name?” 

Xiao Tieniu tilted his head as he couldn't understand Huo Yunshen's question. 

“Your other name is Little Apple. You're Little Grape's brother. You two have the same mother. Do you 

understand?” 

 


